Starters Tests
Answer Keys

Marking Key

( ) = Acceptable extra words are placed in brackets

/ = A single slash is placed between acceptable alternative words within an answer

// = A double slash is placed between acceptable alternative complete answers
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STARTERS 1: LISTENING

Part 1  5 marks
1 Alice  girl in sailing boat
2 Ben  boy with beach ball
3 Kim  girl in the sea
4 Matt  boy between coconut trees
5 Eva  girl reading on sand

Part 2  5 marks
1 Hugo
2 12
3 Apple
4 15
5 Ship

Part 3  5 marks
1 B
2 C
3 A
4 A
5 C

Part 4  5 marks
1 Colour  book under table / orange
2 Colour  book between shoes / brown
3 Colour  book in bag / red
4 Colour  book on rug / green
5 Colour  book behind lamp / purple

STARTERS 1: READING AND WRITING

Part 1  5 marks
1 ✓
2 ✓
3 ✗
4 ✗
5 ✓

Part 2  5 marks
1 yes
2 no
3 yes
4 no
5 yes

Part 3  5 marks
1 cake
2 pear
3 chips
4 burger
5 chocolate

Part 4  5 marks
1 feet
2 pencil
3 songs
4 teacher
5 board

Part 5  5 marks
1 two / 2
2 balloon
3 baby
4 banana
5 tree
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STARTERS 2: LISTENING

Part 1 5 marks
1 Nick boy holding guitar
2 Grace girl buying burger with dog
3 Alex boy in tree in red jacket
4 Bill boy with donkey
5 Sue girl reading a book on the seat

Part 2 5 marks
1 HOLD
2 20
3 SMILE
4 17
5 8

Part 3 5 marks
1 B
2 C
3 C
4 A
5 B

Part 4 5 marks
1 Colour balloon in robot’s hand / yellow
2 Colour balloon next to boy’s foot / green
3 Colour balloon under bed / purple
4 Colour balloon on PC / orange
5 Colour balloon in box / blue

STARTERS 2: READING AND WRITING

Part 1 5 marks
1 X
2 ✓
3 ✓
4 ✓
5 ✓

Part 2 5 marks
1 yes
2 no
3 no
4 yes
5 yes

Part 3 5 marks
1 car
2 boat
3 plane
4 train
5 motorbike

Part 4 5 marks
1 sea
2 jellyfish
3 street
4 bikes
5 badminton

Part 5 5 marks
1 table
2 school
3 two/2
4 classroom
5 teacher
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STARTERS 3: LISTENING

Part 1 5 marks
1. Sam girl in wheelchair with red balloon
2. Dan boy kicking football
3. May girl looking at phone
4. Hugo boy carrying box
5. Lucy girl in the tree

3 ✓
4 X
5 ✓

Part 2 5 marks
1. yes
2. no
3. no
4. yes
5. yes

Part 3 5 marks
1. hat
2. dress
3. shirt
4. shorts
5. jacket

Part 4 5 marks
1. colours
2. bedroom
3. father
4. sofa
5. bananas

Part 5 5 marks
1. singing
2. four/4
3. camera
4. garden
5. Lucy
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